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1. INTRODUCTION {#mbo3997-sec-0001}
===============

Coastal marine ecosystems have long been a focused issue among microbial ecologists worldwide. Bacterioplankton has long been recognized as a key player in food web dynamics and biogeochemical cycling in the global ocean (Fuhrman, [2009](#mbo3997-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}). The structure and abundance of bacterioplankton involved in the marine microbial cycle (Farooq & Francesca, [2007](#mbo3997-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}) are canonical indicators of ecosystem status and the extent of anthropogenic impact on coastal waters (He et al., [2017](#mbo3997-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang, Wang, et al., [2014](#mbo3997-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}). Several studies found that the distribution of bacterioplankton communities in coastal zones depends on both environmental and spatial processes, and most of the studies revealed that the microbial taxa exhibit distinct biogeographical distribution patterns in the ocean, which are correlated with varying environmental parameters (Delong & Karl, [2005](#mbo3997-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}; Seo, Kang, Yang, & Cho, [2017](#mbo3997-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}; Wang et al., [2015](#mbo3997-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang, Zhao, Dai, Jiao, & Herndl, [2014](#mbo3997-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}). In the East China Sea, bacterial biogeography in the coastal waters of northern Zhejiang was found to be highly influenced by spatially structured environmental gradients (Wang et al., [2015](#mbo3997-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}). In the South Sea of Korea, the bacterial community structures showed statistically significant relationships to spatial characteristics and environmental factors (Seo et al., [2017](#mbo3997-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}). In the Baltic Sea, a strong correlation between salinity and bacterial beta diversity was observed when controlling for geographic distance (Herlemann et al., [2011](#mbo3997-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}). With the growing interest in biogeography, microbial ecologists are attempting to elucidate the mechanisms driving community structure, which is central to understanding the processes underlying the variation and maintenance of microbial communities (Van der Gucht et al., [2007](#mbo3997-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}). The environmental conditions (representing contemporary environmental disturbances, such as contemporary abiotic and biotic environmental variables that influence community composition) and spatial factors (representing legacies of historical events, such as dispersal‐related processes) are widely considered to be the major factors driving microbial distribution in multiple environments (Bokulich, Thorngate, Richardson, & Mills, [2014](#mbo3997-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; Ge et al., [2008](#mbo3997-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Lindström & Langenheder, [2012](#mbo3997-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}; Martiny et al., [2006](#mbo3997-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}). The main aim of these studies was to illustrate how biodiversity scales with space, and the extent to which this variation is due to contemporary environmental factors or historical contingencies (Hanson, Fuhrman, Horner‐Devine, & Martiny, [2012](#mbo3997-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}).

Studies on parsing the relative importance of environmental or spatial factors for the local community structure had been conducted in several habitats across different spatial scales (Beisner, Peres‐Neto, Lindstrom, Barnett, & Longhi, [2006](#mbo3997-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Martiny et al., [2006](#mbo3997-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}; Martiny, Eisen, Penn, Allison, & Horner‐Devine, [2011](#mbo3997-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}; Van der Gucht et al., [2007](#mbo3997-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}). Most of these studies in aquatic systems were focused on the "island‐like" habitats from a diverse range, such as lakes or marsh sediments, which provided relatively constant environmental conditions (Beisner et al., [2006](#mbo3997-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Martiny et al., [2011](#mbo3997-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}). While there are relatively few studies in local and regional marine environments, a significant geographic gradient of marine bacterial plankton diversity was observed on the worldwide scale (Fuhrman et al., [2008](#mbo3997-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}), and many studies verified the spatial patterns of bacterial richness and evenness in the coastal marine environment (Du et al., [2013](#mbo3997-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Pommier et al., [2010](#mbo3997-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}; Wang et al., [2015](#mbo3997-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang, Zhao, et al., [2014](#mbo3997-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}). However, there are few quantitative studies revealing the role of environmental and spatial processes in structuring bacterial community composition in the inner bay environment.

Anthropogenic factors have significant effects on the semi‐enclosed bay, which was one of the most studied coastal ecosystems over the last decades (Caddy, [2000](#mbo3997-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}; Peng et al., [2012](#mbo3997-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}; Qiao, Feng, Cui, & Zhu, [2017](#mbo3997-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}; Shi, Li, & Wang, [2011](#mbo3997-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}). Bohai Bay is a typical semi‐enclosed bay with a warm‐temperate marine monsoon climate situated in the western region of Bohai Sea in the north of China, less influenced by current trends and weakly exchanged with the open sea, surrounding by the metropolitan area of Tianjin, Hebei, and Shandong provinces. The increases in port construction, chemical and shipbuilding industries, and aquaculture development have accompanied the urbanization of the Tianjin coastal area over the last two decades (Qiao et al., [2017](#mbo3997-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}). It was reported that the seawater quality has deteriorated rapidly in recent years. Many studies of this area had focused either on the primary pollutants such as nitrogen and phosphate enrichment (Chen et al., [2016](#mbo3997-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}; Qiao et al., [2017](#mbo3997-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}), heavy metal pollution (Zhu, Xie, Li, Ma, & Xu, [2017](#mbo3997-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}) or on the aquatic plants and animals (Guo, Li, & Zhang, [2014](#mbo3997-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}; Qiao et al., [2017](#mbo3997-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}; Yang et al., [2018](#mbo3997-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}). By contrast, studies on microorganisms in the Bohai Bay are relatively few, this research focused on the region of Bohai Bay, which is relatively stable and suitable for biogeographical research.

Surface water samples ranged from nearshore to offshore areas across Bohai Bay from north to south and west to east on a scale of about 1--100 km were analyzed based on the sequences of the V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene, and we would like to know: (a) how the bacterioplankton community in such a complex coastal marine system distributed in the "local" bay environment; (b) how the bacterioplankton community composition is influenced by the local environment and spatial factors, since the relative roles of local environment versus. regio‐spatial influences have rarely been compared in the inner bay environment (Lear, Bellamy, Case, Lee, & Buckley, [2014](#mbo3997-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}).

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS {#mbo3997-sec-0002}
========================

2.1. Sampling, DNA extraction, and measurement of environmental parameters {#mbo3997-sec-0003}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Nineteen sites were selected in Bohai Bay from a routine monitoring project of the Marine Environmental Monitoring Center of Tianjin, SOA, China, in the western part of Bohai Sea (Figure [1](#mbo3997-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a and Figure [A1](#mbo3997-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}). Surface water samples at 0.5 m depth were collected at each site during 17--19 August 2014 using a 2.5‐L Perspex bottle with an automatic switch in the bottom, and when the bottle is filled with water, the bottom will be closed automatically. Samples comprising 500 ml of seawater were filtered on board through a 0.2‐μm polycarbonate membrane (Millipore) with a diameter of 47 mm at a pressure of \<0.03 MPa, and stored at −20°C prior to DNA extraction. Each site was sampled three times. All the sampling was undertaken during high‐tide conditions. Environmental DNA from each polycarbonate membrane was extracted using a PowerWater DNA Isolation Kit (MO BIO) according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. At the time of sampling, in situ environmental parameters including air temperature, humidity, and air pressure were measured with a Kestrel handheld weather station (Kestrel4500, NK, USA). The depth, water temperature, transparency, pH, salinity, and conductivity were measured using a probe (Multi 3630 portable multi‐parameter water quality automatic analyzer, WTW, Germany) which was calibrated according to the operating manual. The conductivity calibration was conducted using a 0.01 M KCl solution, and the pH was set using two‐point calibration with standard buffer solutions of pH = 7 and pH = 10. The oxygen concentrations were determined on board using the Winkler method (Carpenter, [1965](#mbo3997-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}). Nitrate ($\text{NO}_{3}^{-}$), nitrite ($\text{NO}_{2}^{-}$), ammonium ($\text{NH}_{4}^{+}$), phosphate ($\text{PO}_{4}^{3 -}$), and silicate ($\text{SiO}_{3}^{2 -}$) concentrations were quantified using a UV‐1800 spectrophotometer (SHIMADZU, Japan) according to standard methods (AQSIQ, [2007](#mbo3997-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). The concentration of $\text{PO}_{4}^{3 -}$ was determined using the molybdate‐blue method with a detection wavelength of 882 nm. The $\text{NH}_{4}^{+}$ was determined by the phenol hypochlorite method with a detection wavelength of 640 nm. The $\text{SiO}_{3}^{2 -}$ concentration was determined using the molybdenum blue method with a detection wavelength of 812 nm. Nitrogen in the form of $\text{NO}_{2}^{-}$ was determined using the sulfanilamide method with a detection wavelength of 543 nm, and $\text{NO}_{3}^{-}$ was measured as NO~2~ ^‐^ after reduction in a Cd‐Cu column. The dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN) content was calculated as the sum of $\text{NH}_{4}^{+}$, $\text{NO}_{3}^{-}$, and $\text{NO}_{2}^{-}$. The geographic coordinates and chemical parameters of water samples are listed in Dataset S1.

![Location of the nineteen sampling sites (a) and clustering result (b) of the environmental factors sampled from the nineteen sites. Signals with red color represent sites which were located in the north of Bohai Bay (group 1); signals with yellow color represent sites which were located in the south of Bohai Bay (group 2); signals with green color represent sites which were located in the east of Bohai Bay (group 3)](MBO3-9-e997-g001){#mbo3997-fig-0001}

2.2. Bacterial 16S rRNA gene amplification and Illumina MiSeq sequencing {#mbo3997-sec-0004}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The extracted DNA was quantified using a NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The V4 region of the bacterial 16S rRNA genes was amplified using primers F515 (5′ ‐ GTG CCA GCM GCC GCG GTA/A3′) and R806 (5′ ‐ GGA CTA CHV GGG TWT CTA AT ‐ 3′) (Caporaso et al., [2011](#mbo3997-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}) with the reverse primer modified to contain a unique 12 nt barcode at the 5′ end. An aliquot comprising 12.5 ng of purified DNA template from each sample was amplified in triplicate using a 25 μl reaction system under the following conditions: denaturation at 95°C for 3 min, followed by 25 cycles of denaturation at 95°C for 30 s, annealing at 55°C for 30 s, and extension at 72°C for 30 s, with a final extension at 72°C for 5 min. A sample comprising 1 µl of the PCR product was loaded onto a Bioanalyzer DNA 1000 chip to verify the size. Using the V4 primer pairs in the protocol, the expected size on a Bioanalyzer trace after the amplification PCR step was \~380 bp. Next, AMPure XP beads were used to purify the 16S V4 amplicon, removing free primers and primer dimers. The dual indices and Illumina sequencing adapters were attached to the above products using the Nextera XT Index Kit with a 50 μl reaction system under conditions of 95°C for 3 min, then 8 cycles of denaturation at 95°C for 30 s, annealing at 55°C for 30 s, and extension at 72°C for 30 s, with a final extension at 72°C for 5 min. The polymerase chain reaction amplicons were purified using AMPure XP beads; the library was validated on a Bioanalyzer DNA 1000 chip to verify the size; and the expected size of the final library on a Bioanalyzer trace was \~460 bp. The DNA concentration was quantified using the Quant‐It Pico Green kit (Invitrogen) with a Qubit fluorometer (Life Technologies). An equimolar amount of each PCR amplicon was combined into one pooled sample and run on an Illumina MiSeq sequencing machine (Illumina, Inc.), producing 250 bp paired‐end reads from the reverse direction, containing 806R with the barcode.

2.3. Processing of the sequencing data {#mbo3997-sec-0005}
--------------------------------------

The paired reads were joined using FLASH (Magoc & Salzberg, [2011](#mbo3997-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}) with default settings. The joined pairs were then quality‐filtered and checked for chimeras using the QIIME workflow (Caporaso, Kuczynski, et al., [2010](#mbo3997-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}). Briefly, the bacterial reads whose lengths were outside the bounds of 200 and 450 bp and cases in which the homopolymer run exceeded 6 were removed using the NGSQC Toolkit v2.3 (Patel & Jain, [2012](#mbo3997-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}). The remaining sequences were analyzed and the chimeras removed using USEARCH (Edgar, Haas, Clemente, Quince, & Knight, [2011](#mbo3997-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}). Sequences with the same barcode were then assigned to the same sample (Caporaso, Kuczynski, et al., [2010](#mbo3997-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}). Bacterial phylotypes were identified using UCLUST (Edgar, [2010](#mbo3997-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}) and assigned to operational taxonomic units (OTUs) based on 97% similarity. The most abundant sequence of each OTU was selected as the representative sequence. The representative sequences were classified taxonomically according to the Greengenes database (Desantis et al., [2006](#mbo3997-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}) and aligned against a template alignment of the Greengenes database using PyNAST (Caporaso, Bittinger, et al., [2010](#mbo3997-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}). The singletons and sequences classified as Chloroplast, Mitochondria, Archaea, Eukaryota or unknown kingdom were removed. To avoid sample‐size‐based artifacts, we used a randomly selected subset of 3,000 sequences (corresponding to the smallest sequencing effort for any of the samples) per sample to calculate the diversities and distances between samples. The Biological Observation Matrix (BIOM) obtained was analyzed using the summarize_taxa.py script in order to obtain the relative abundance of each taxonomic group for all samples (Caporaso, Kuczynski, et al., [2010](#mbo3997-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}).

2.4. Statistical analysis {#mbo3997-sec-0006}
-------------------------

Cluster analysis was performed to evaluate the overall variation trend of environmental factors based on Gower distances (Flynn, Mirotchnick, Jain, Palmer, & Naeem, [2011](#mbo3997-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}). Before the cluster analysis, the raw environmental data were standardized using the equation SNDE = (x − mean of the raw data)/standard deviation of the raw data, where SNDE represents the standard normal deviate equivalents and x represents the raw data for one sample (Zhang, Wang, et al., [2014](#mbo3997-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}). The differences of each environmental factor among different groups were analyzed using one‐way ANOVA. Pearson\'s correlation coefficients were calculated to measure the relationships between the abundant OTUs and chemical variables. Principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) was performed to evaluate the overall differences in microbial community structure based on weighted UniFrac distances and Bray--Curtis distances. The analysis of similarities (ANOSIM) and permutational multivariate analysis of variance (PERMANOVA) were then employed to test the significance of differences among the BCCs using Vegan\'s function anosim () and adonis () (Anderson, [2001](#mbo3997-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}; Clarke, [1993](#mbo3997-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}; Oksanen et al., [2019](#mbo3997-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}). Alpha‐diversity estimates were calculated using QIIME with multiple indices (observed species, Shannon--Wiener index, and phylogenetic diversity).

### 2.4.1. Relationship between environmental factors and bacterial alpha diversity {#mbo3997-sec-0007}

The difference of bacterial alpha diversity among all sites and groups was analyzed using one‐way ANOVA. Pearson\'s correlation coefficients between geo‐physico‐chemical variables and bacterial alpha‐diversity indices were calculated to measure the relationships between them. To address how environmental and spatial factors affect the microbial alpha diversity in Bohai Bay, the partial least squares path modeling (PLS‐PM) algorithm (Hair, Sarstedt, Pieper, & Ringle, [2012](#mbo3997-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}) was used to inspect the effects between them. The path model was developed in a formative way. At first, four latent variables (LVs, an abstract concept) were defined as follows: geographic location, seawater environment, nutrient content, and microbial alpha diversity. Then, manifest variables (MVs, measured variables) for each LV were selected as follows: (a) longitude and latitude were selected as MVs of geographic location; (b) temperature, humidity, air pressure, depth, water temperature, transparency, salinity, and conductivity were selected as physical environmental variables; (c) DO, pH, COD, SRP, nitrite, nitrate, AN, DIN, and SRSi were selected as chemical environmental variables; and (d) phylogenetic diversity, observed species, and Shannon index were defined as bacterial alpha‐diversity variables. Each LV was considered a linear combination of its own MVs (Tenenhaus, Vinzi, Chatelin, & Lauro, [2005](#mbo3997-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}). During the modeling, all variables were tested to assess the indicator reliability and maximize the efficiency of PLS‐PM. Indicator reliability (the indicative ability of MV for its LV) is usually determined by the construct loadings, and we selected those MVs with loadings significant at the 0.05 level and above the recommended 0.7 parameter value for each LV. Loadings greater than 0.7 are considered acceptable (Sanchez, [2013](#mbo3997-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}). Model parameters (the path coefficients, the loadings, and communalities of the MVs) and fit indices (*R* ^2^) were validated by bootstrapping. The significance of the path coefficients was estimated at the 0.05 level. The PLS‐PM algorithm was implemented using the package "plspm" in the R environment (Sanchez, [2013](#mbo3997-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}).

### 2.4.2. Relationship between environmental or geospatial factors and bacterial beta diversity {#mbo3997-sec-0008}

When analyzing the relationship between beta diversity and environmental/spatial factors, the distance matrices based on Bray--Curtis and weighted UniFrac distances were averaged among the triplicate samples for each site before the correlation analysis. Simple and partial Mantel tests were used to test the correlations of geographic distance and environmental variables with bacterial beta diversity. Subsequently, a Mantel correlogram was used to examine the significance of distance effects on beta diversity across a subset of different geographic distance scales (classes) among the sampling stations (Wang et al., [2016](#mbo3997-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}). Pairwise geographic distances between sites were calculated using the distm () function from the geosphere R package (Robert, [2019](#mbo3997-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}). In order to investigate the relative contributions of spatial and environmental parameters to the variation of BCC, variance partitioning analysis (VPA) (Borcard, Legendre, & Drapeau, [1992](#mbo3997-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}) was conducted by combining the environmental factors, linear trends, and principle coordinates of neighbor matrices (PCNM). The PCNM analytical approach was able to indicate whether the variation of responsible variables was caused by undetected environmental factors with a similar spatial structure (Borcard, Gillet, & Legendre, [2011](#mbo3997-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}). Before we conducted this analysis, the raw environmental data were log‐transformed and the species data were center‐transformed using the Hellinger transformation (Legendre & Gallagher, [2001](#mbo3997-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}). Environmental factors, as well as spatial variables derived from geographic coordinates using both linear trends and PCNM procedure (Griffith & Peres‐Neto, [2006](#mbo3997-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}), were forward‐selected by sequentially adding one variable that improves the selection criterion (*R* ^2^) the most at each step, until no further improvement of *R* ^2^ was observed. In all models, the significance was tested through 999 permutations and all the *R* ^2^ values were calculated and adjusted as described in the literature (Peres‐Neto, Legendre, Dray, & Borcard, [2006](#mbo3997-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}).

3. RESULTS {#mbo3997-sec-0009}
==========

3.1. Geo‐physico‐chemical characteristics of the seawater environment {#mbo3997-sec-0010}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

The geographical coordinates and 17 environmental parameters of 19 seawater samples were summarized in Dataset S1. Clustering analysis based on all environmental factors of each site showed that the 19 sites can be classified into three groups (Figure [1](#mbo3997-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b). The classified groups showed obvious geographic segmentation on the sampling map (Figure [1](#mbo3997-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a). Almost all of the measured environmental variables (except salinity and soluble reactive silicate \[SRSi\]) were significantly different among the three clustered groups (Table [A1](#mbo3997-tbl-0004){ref-type="table"}). The dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN) concentrations in the north, south, and east region were, respectively, inferior to Category IV, Category III, and Category II seawater quality according to the Sea Water Quality Standard of China (Tables [A1](#mbo3997-tbl-0004){ref-type="table"} and Table [A2](#mbo3997-tbl-0005){ref-type="table"}) (MEP, [1997](#mbo3997-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}) (the classification standards for clean water, relatively clean water, slightly polluted water, medium polluted water, and heavily polluted water were listed in Table [A2](#mbo3997-tbl-0005){ref-type="table"}). The environmental variability was significantly increased with geographic distance (Table [A3](#mbo3997-tbl-0006){ref-type="table"}).

3.2. Distribution of taxa and phylotypes {#mbo3997-sec-0011}
----------------------------------------

Across all the 19 seawater samples, a total of 652,037 high‐quality sequences were obtained (three replicates for one sample) and 3,066--30,493 sequences per sample (mean = 11,445). Two cases (one replicate of sample TJ17 and one replicate of sample TJ20) with less than 1,000 sequences, as well as three samples with biased community composition, were excluded from analysis (Figure [A2](#mbo3997-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}). The dominant bacterial phyla (\>5%) in Bohai Bay were Alphaproteobacteria (22.53%), Gammaproteobacteria (40.49%), and Bacteroidetes (19.94%) (Figure [2](#mbo3997-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). At the family level, Rhodobacteraceae, Flavobacteriaceae, and Alteromonadaceae constituted the top three, followed by taxa mostly from the Gammaproteobacteria among the top 15 (Figure [A2](#mbo3997-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"})*.* Among the 19 sites, only TJ14 had Cyanobacteria as a dominant taxon, where they accounted for 29% of the relative abundance of all taxa, albeit mainly represented by *Synechococcus* at genus level (Figure [A3](#mbo3997-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}). While they had relatively low abundance in other samples, the numbers of reads classified as Cyanobacteria among the total in TJ14 were 2837/7761 and 1577/7157 in the two replicates, respectively. In addition, there were 2,789 and 1,563 reads classified as *Synechococcus*, respectively*.*

![Relative abundances of the dominant taxa in 19 seawater samples of Bohai Bay at phylum level. Top 10 phyla were presented in the figure, and others represented the sum of the rest phyla. Taxa of Proteobacteria were grouped at the class level](MBO3-9-e997-g002){#mbo3997-fig-0002}

3.3. Distribution of specific taxon and the correlation with pollution parameters {#mbo3997-sec-0012}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A total of 36 OTUs (with relative abundance \>1%) were identified significantly correlated with the concentrations of DIN, nitrate, nitrite, ammonia nitrogen (AN), soluble reactive phosphate (SRP), and SRSi, and most of them showed different variation trends among the three clustered regions in Bohai Bay (Figure [3](#mbo3997-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, Dataset S2, Table [A4](#mbo3997-tbl-0007){ref-type="table"}). The relative abundance of OTU65886 (member of *Flammeovirga* from Bacteroidetes) and OTU5954 (member of Flavobacteriaceae from Bacteroidetes) was significantly higher in the nearshore north region (group 1) than in the other two groups and significantly positively correlated with nitrogen nutrients and SRP. The relative abundance of OTU126053 (member of *Fluviicola* from Bacteroidetes), OTU85516 (member of Flavobacteriaceae from Bacteroidetes), OTU7191, and OTU84157 (members of OM60 from Gammaproteobacteria) was significantly higher in the nearshore south region (group 2) than in the other two groups and significantly negatively correlated with AN. The relative abundance of OTU104369 (member of OCS155 from Actinobacteria), OTU30515 (member of Flavobacteriaceae from Bacteroidetes), OTU82462 (member of Phyllobacteriaceae from Alphaproteobacteria), OTU73029 (member of Rhodobacteraceae from Alphaproteobacteria), and OTU12256 (member of Methylophilaceae from Betaproteobacteria) was significantly higher in the offshore east region (group 3) than in the other two groups and significantly negatively correlated with DIN. While the relative abundance of OTU3224 (member of Cryomorphaceae from Bacteroidetes), OTU92726 (member of Flavobacteriaceae from Bacteroidetes), OTU66225 (member of *Flavobacterium* from Bacteroidetes), and OTU32430 (member of Kiloniellales from Alphaproteobacteria) was significantly higher in the south and east region (groups 2 and 3) than in north region (group 1) and negatively correlated with nitrogen nutrients (Figure [3](#mbo3997-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, Table [A4](#mbo3997-tbl-0007){ref-type="table"}). In addition, OTUs identified as Bacteroidaceae, Porphyromonadaceae, Prevotellaceae, Sphingobacteriaceae, *Enterococcus*, *Ochrobactrum*, *Achromobacter*, *Arcobacter,* and Enterobacteriaceae showed relatively high abundance only in TJ02 (Figure [3](#mbo3997-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}).

![Taxonomic identities of the 36 OTUs serving as indicator taxa which were significantly correlated with the pollution parameters measured. The diameters of the circles are proportional to the abundances of the OTUs, with the size of the circle indicating the average abundance of each OTU at a given site. The relative abundance of each OTU was listed in Dataset S2. \**p* \< .05; \*\**p* \< .01; \*\*\**p* \< .001](MBO3-9-e997-g003){#mbo3997-fig-0003}

3.4. Bacterial alpha diversity {#mbo3997-sec-0013}
------------------------------

The bacterial alpha diversity was calculated for each sample with three replicates, including phylogenetic diversity (PD), observed species (OTU richness), and Shannon--Wiener index (Shannon) (Table [1](#mbo3997-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). Significant differences were tested between sites in the offshore (TJ13) and sites in the nearshore (TJ28, TJ06). However, there were no significant differences of alpha diversity among the three regions grouped according to the environmental clustering results (Table [A5](#mbo3997-tbl-0008){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Values of OTU richness, phylogenetic diversity (PD), and Shannon diversity estimates for the bacterioplankton in different sampling sites of Bohai Bay

  Sample ID   OTU richness        PD               Shannon
  ----------- ------------------- ---------------- -----------------
  TJ01        637.50 ± 20.97ab    66.84 ± 2.66ab   4.98 ± 0.07abcd
  TJ02        568.07 ± 36.58b     63.81 ± 1.39ab   4.60 ± 0.37bcd
  TJ04        648.97 ± 66.67ab    57.70 ± 7.35cd   4.36 ± 0.17cd
  TJ06        582.90 ± 39.75b     58.05 ± 4.80cd   4.36 ± 0.13cd
  TJ09        789.00 ± 110.23ab   65.81 ± 1.93ab   5.11 ± 0.35abc
  TJ11        703.65 ± 46.15ab    70.90 ± 5.25ab   5.24 ± 0.16abc
  TJ12        607.00 ± 30.43ab    58.82 ± 3.40b    4.56 ± 0.24bcd
  TJ13        628.80 ± 13.30a     63.19 ± 2.23a    4.83 ± 0.11a
  TJ14        603.05 ± 27.05ab    64.57 ± 1.49ab   4.92 ± 0.05abcd
  TJ15        674.77 ± 85.89ab    64.05 ± 3.44ab   4.86 ± 0.40abcd
  TJ16        718.30 ± 60.28ab    69.92 ± 3.73ab   5.09 ± 0.02abc
  TJ17        827.85 ± 92.55ab    72.22 ± 2.34ab   5.43 ± 0.43abc
  TJ20        659.70 ± 29.30ab    67.26 ± 4.66ab   4.75 ± 0.15abcd
  TJ21        875.67 ± 84.06ab    85.90 ± 3.93ab   5.80 ± 0.28ab
  TJ23        836.73 ± 125.36ab   79.48 ± 8.22ab   5.78 ± 0.28ab
  TJ24        703.00 ± 63.10ab    71.65 ± 5.74ab   5.16 ± 0.23abc
  TJ26        597.97 ± 63.90ab    57.79 ± 7.90cd   4.38 ± 0.16cd
  TJ27        639.23 ± 46.51ab    63.89 ± 4.82ab   5.06 ± 0.09abcd
  TJ28        531.70 ± 37.52b     48.21 ± 3.51d    3.81 ± 0.10d

Data in the table are the means ± *SD*; the different normal letters in the same column indicate significant difference among sites at 0.05 level (*n* = 3) under Duncan test, except for TJ11, TJ13, TJ14, TJ17, and TJ20, which were tested through Kruskal--Wallis test since their replicate was \<3.
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3.5. Investigation of the relationship between bacterial alpha diversity and environmental/spatial factors {#mbo3997-sec-0014}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Bacterial alpha‐diversity estimates according to OTU richness and Shannon index were significantly negatively correlated with ammonia nitrogen (Table [2](#mbo3997-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). The results showed that most of the environmental factors were not significantly correlated with alpha diversity of the BCC in the surface waters of Bohai Bay.

###### 

Pearson\'s correlation coefficients (*r*) between alpha diversity of bacterial community and biogeochemical characteristics of seawater samples

  Variables           Richness       PD       Shannon        *n*
  ------------------- -------------- -------- -------------- --------
  Longitude           0.192          0.244    0.18           19
  Latitude            −0.208         −0.143   −0.129         19
  pH                  −0.091         −0.176   −0.086         19
  Air temperature     −0.195         −0.178   −0.118         19
  Humidity            −0.005         0.067    0.027          19
  DO                  0.029          −0.11    0.028          19
  COD                 0.038          −0.019   0.128          19
  Air pressure        −0.347         −0.27    −0.4           19
  Depth               −0.059         −0.001   0.045          19
  Water temperature   −0.311         −0.321   −0.313         19
  Salinity            0.203          0.19     0.223          19
  Transparency        0.264          0.189    0.296          19
  Conductivity        0.2            0.142    0.264          19
  SRP                 −0.086         −0.047   −0.126         19
  Nitrite             0.08           0.002    −0.044         19
  Nitrate             −0.119         −0.068   −0.13          19
  AN                  **−0.461\***   −0.366   **−0.503\***   **19**
  DIN                 −0.221         −0.172   −0.272         19
  SRSi                −0.327         −0.103   −0.073         19

Data in bold indicate significant correlations, \**p* \< .05, \*\**p* \< .01, \*\*\**p* \< .001.

Abbreviations: AN, ammonia nitrogen; DIN, dissolved inorganic nitrogen; DO, dissolved oxygen; PD, phylogenetic diversity; Shannon, Shannon--Wiener index; SRP, soluble reactive phosphate; SRSi, soluble reactive silica.
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The goodness of fit (GoF) of PLS‐PM analysis was 0.6046, which indicated that the prediction power of this model was close to 60%. The constructed path model (Figure [4](#mbo3997-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}) showed that the path coefficients between geographic location and chemical (0.7439, *p* = .005), as well as physical (0.7984, *p* \< .0001), environmental variables were more significant and relatively higher than the coefficient with bacterial alpha diversity (0.2048, *p* = .123). The correlations between microbial alpha diversity and other LVs were not significant (the details of the PLS‐PM are shown in the Appendix, Table [A6](#mbo3997-tbl-0009){ref-type="table"}).

![Path models examining how geographic location alters seawater environment properties and the nutrient contents and the microbial alpha diversity through direct and indirect pathways. Solid and dashed arrows indicate significant and no significant relationships between latent variables at the level *p* = .05, respectively. Red and blue arrows indicate negative and positive effects between latent variables. Numbers associated with pathways between variables represent standardized path coefficients. AN, ammonia nitrogen; DIN, dissolved inorganic nitrogen; DO, dissolved oxygen; Env_chemical, environmental chemical factors; Env_physical, environmental physical factors; GoF, the goodness of fit; Lat, latitude; Lon, longitude; PD, phylogenetic diversity; richness, OTU richness; Shannon, Shannon--Wiener index; SRP, soluble reactive phosphate](MBO3-9-e997-g004){#mbo3997-fig-0004}

3.6. Bacterial beta diversity {#mbo3997-sec-0015}
-----------------------------

The results of PCoA using the Bray--Curtis distance metric showed that the bacterial assemblages from the three groups clustered according to environmental factors and geographic locations were weakly separated, with the first coordinate explaining 17.73% of the variance and the second coordinate explaining 12.98% (Figure [5](#mbo3997-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}a). PCoA analysis based on the weighted UniFrac distance metric revealed an overlap between most of the sampling stations, except for bacterial communities in TJ02, TJ21, TJ14, and TJ24, with the first coordinate explaining 29.27% of the variance and the second coordinate explaining 15.62% (Figure [5](#mbo3997-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}b). Notably, significant differences were found among the three groups using the Bray--Curtis distance matrix (ANOSIM, *R* = .3751, *p* = .0001; ADONIS, *R* ^2^ = .05695, *p* = .049), but not the weighted UniFrac distance matrix (ANOSIM, *R *= −.006712, *p* = .528; ADONIS, *R* ^2^ = .04824, *p* = .228).

![Principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) plot derived from the Bray--Curtis (a) and weighted UniFrac (b) distance among seawater samples based on the occurrences and abundances of operational taxonomic units (OTUs). The two principal coordinate axes and the distribution of the bacterial assemblages (designated with the sampling station names) in response to these axes are shown. Group 1 were comprised of sites TJ01, TJ02, TJ04, TJ06, and TJ21; group 2 were comprised of sites TJ11, TJ12, TJ15, TJ16, TJ23, TJ26, TJ27, and TJ28; and group 3 were comprised of sites TJ09, TJ13, TJ14, TJ17, TJ20, and TJ24](MBO3-9-e997-g005){#mbo3997-fig-0005}

3.7. Investigation of the relationship between bacterial beta diversity and the environmental/spatial factors {#mbo3997-sec-0016}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We identified significant distance--decay relationships in the studied area. The weighted UniFrac and Bray--Curtis distances of bacterial communities (beta diversity) were both significantly correlated with geographic distances (Pearson correlation, *N* = 170, *p* \< .001; Figure [6](#mbo3997-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}). The Mantel test based on the Bray--Curtis distances and weighted UniFrac distances both showed that geographic distance as well as environmental distance, were significant individual determinants of community composition. At the same time, stronger geographic distance effects on beta diversity were observed when controlling for environmental variations compared with environmental effects when controlling for geographic distance using either of the two distance matrix methods (Table [3](#mbo3997-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}). The Mantel correlogram showed a positive spatial correlation in beta diversity at short geographic distance scales of 0--7 km, and a negative spatial correlation at geographic distance scales of 19 km--31 km (Bray--Curtis similarity distance) and 79 km--91 km (weighted UniFrac distance) (Figure [A4](#mbo3997-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"}). However, on the rest of the spatial scales, the spatial correlation was not significant in the studied area of Bohai Bay.

![Correlations between community dissimilarity (a: Bray--Curtis measure; b: weighted UniFrac measure) with geographic distances between sites (all samples)](MBO3-9-e997-g006){#mbo3997-fig-0006}

###### 

Simple Mantel test demonstrating the correlations of environmental variations (Euclidean distance) and geographic distance with the variation in bacterioplankton community composition (based on Bray--Curtis/weighted UniFrac distance, 999 permutations)

              Simple      Controlled by   Partial                                                       
  ----------- ----------- --------------- ----------- ------ ----------- ----------- ------ ----------- ------
  Geo_dist    **.3566**   .008            **.5387**   .024   Temp        **.4776**   .002   **.5612**   .007
  Geo_dist                                                   WT          **.4870**   .001   **.5360**   .008
  Geo_dist                                                   Humidity    **.4712**   .005   **.5394**   .010
  Geo_dist                                                   pH          **.4684**   .005   **.5501**   .017
  Geo_dist                                                   COD         **.4625**   .005   **.5501**   .020
  Geo_dist                                                   Salinity    **.4605**   .002   **.5389**   .016
  Geo_dist                                                   DO          **.4557**   .009   **.5351**   .017
  Geo_dist                                                   SRSi        **.4572**   .006   **.5402**   .019
  Geo_dist                                                   SRP         **.4529**   .005   **.5353**   .015
  Geo_dist                                                   AN          **.4493**   .004   **.5326**   .023
  Geo_dist                                                   Nitrite     **.4540**   .005   **.5671**   .008
  Geo_dist                                                   Air_press   **.4430**   .006   **.5544**   .013
  Geo_dist                                                   Conduct     **.4321**   .007   **.5206**   .031
  Geo_dist                                                   Nitrate     **.3947**   .023   **.5430**   .023
  Geo_dist                                                   IN          **.3795**   .025   **.5334**   .034
  Geo_dist                                                   Trans       **.3614**   .010   **.4605**   .020
  Geo_dist                                                   Depth       **.4585**   .005   **.5388**   .023
  Geo_dist                                                   Env_dist    **.3630**   .034   **.3974**   .036
  Env_dist    **.2753**   .020            **.4621**   .015   Geo_dist    .0615       .324   .2588       .093
  Depth       **.3196**   .021            .0000       .452   Geo_dist    .1996       .091   .0123       .374
  Conduct     **.3398**   .021            .2540       .124   Geo_dist    **.3071**   .041   .1982       .183
  Trans       **.3178**   .002            **.3374**   .022   Geo_dist    .1737       .058   .1275       .158
  DIN         **.2854**   .007            .1426       .133   Geo_dist    .1409       .142   −.1119      .774
  AN          **.2646**   .008            .2117       .091   Geo_dist    **.2471**   .022   .1897       .126
  Nitrate     **.2024**   .018            .1423       .138   Geo_dist    .0401       .357   −.1635      .895
  SRP         .1447       .229            .1277       .211   Geo_dist    .1731       .138   .1062       .236
  Salinity    .2466       .074            .0842       .221   Geo_dist    .1837       .137   .0861       .209
  WT          .1156       .238            .2016       .148   Geo_dist    −.2236      .942   −.1916      .861
  Air_press   .0354       .327            −.0107      .489   Geo_dist    .0354       .335   −.1560      .932
  Nitrite     .0804       .274            .0178       .353   Geo_dist    −.0739      .653   −.2112      .952
  Humidity    .0868       .277            .0836       .276   Geo_dist    −.1304      .773   −.0902      .654
  DO          .0552       .287            .0762       .247   Geo_dist    −.0110      .481   .0186       .371
  SRSi        −.0616      .720            −.1031      .779   Geo_dist    −.0592      .659   −.1135      .798
  COD         .0053       .439            −.0434      .505   Geo_dist    −.0790      .649   −.1393      .805
  Temp        −.0661      .639            −.1160      .699   Geo_dist    −.1902      .907   −.2187      .933
  pH          −.1257      .824            −.1216      .737   Geo_dist    −.1710      .898   −.1788      .880

Partial Mantel test demonstrating the correlation of geographic distance with variation in community composition controlled by significantly correlative environmental variables obtained from simple Mantle tests and those of environmental variables controlled by geographic distance. Refer to Table [2](#mbo3997-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"} for other variable abbreviations. Data in bold indicate significant correlations (*p* \< .05).

Abbreviations: Air_press, air pressure; Conduct, conductivity; Env_dist, environmental distance (Euclidean distance); Geo_dist, geographic distance; Temp, temperature; Trans, transparency; WT, water temperature.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

The VPA results performed on the OTU matrix showed that the spatial linear trend together with the spatial factors derived from the PCNM procedure contributed 9.9% to the variation of BCC; however, neither of their effects were significant (bootstrap test for trend fractions, *p* = .075; bootstrap test for PCNM fractions, *p* = .098) after controlling for other variables; the pure environmental factors accounted for 8.4% (bootstrap test for Env fractions, *p* = .012); and conductivity and nitrite were reserved in the environmental factors after the forward selection. Additionally, 9.1% could be attributed to the interaction between environmental variables and spatial parameters (Figure [7](#mbo3997-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}a), demonstrating the strong influence of the spatial scale and environmental variables. The results of VPA performed on the principal coordinates based on the weighted UniFrac distance matrix showed a weak contribution of pure environmental factors, trends, or PCNM on the BCC variation, but the interaction between environmental variables and spatial parameters accounted for 16.5% of the variation, which underscored the strong combined influence of spatial factors and environmental variables (Figure [7](#mbo3997-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}b). However, a large proportion of the variation (70.8%--72.6%) across all bacterial taxa could not be explained.

![Variance partitioning analysis of bacterioplankton community in Bohai Bay according to seawater environmental factors and geospatial factors. The spatial factors including linear trend (Trend, top right) and PCNM variables (bottom). Forward selection procedures were used to select the best subset of environmental, trend, and PCNM variables explaining community variation, respectively. The community variation was calculated on the Hellinger‐transformed OTU matrix (a) and weighted UniFrac distance matrix (b), respectively. Monte Carlo permutation test was performed on each set without the effect of the other by permuting samples freely (999 permutations)](MBO3-9-e997-g007){#mbo3997-fig-0007}

4. DISCUSSION {#mbo3997-sec-0017}
=============

4.1. The distribution of bacterial taxa indicating the pollution in different areas of Bohai Bay {#mbo3997-sec-0018}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the local areas of Bohai Bay, there were distinct patterns among different regions. At the phylum level, Cyanobacteria were obviously higher in TJ14 than in other sites and the most abundant genus of it was *Synechococcus*, and it was reported that *Synechococcus* was more strongly associated with carbon export in the subtropical, nutrient‐depleted, oligotrophic ocean than any other bacterioplankton lineage (Guidi et al., [2016](#mbo3997-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}). Among all of the sampling stations, TJ14 was the most coastal and had the lowest water temperature (24°C) and maximum transparency (0.3 m) with relatively lower nutrient concentrations. The light intensities, temperature, and mild oligotrophic conditions may provide the optimal growth conditions for *Synechococcus* in the studied area. The distribution trend of *Synechococcus* in the coastal region was in agreement with several other studies in coastal region, given that it was a good indicator for distal sampling stations in the South Sea of Korea (Seo et al., [2017](#mbo3997-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}), and in Tillamook Bay, they were dominant in marine samples, while members of Gammaproteobacteria and Bacteroidetes were dominant in freshwater samples (Bernhard, Colbert, Mcmanus, & Field, [2005](#mbo3997-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}). At OUT level, the marine Actinobacteria clade OCS155 (OTU104369) showed relatively higher abundance in the group 3 region which located far off the shore and with lower nutrient concentrations. This clade was first described by Fuhrman et al. in oligotrophic "blue‐water" regions from both Pacific and Atlantic Ocean samples (Fuhrman, McCallum, & Davis, [1993](#mbo3997-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}), with low levels of particulate organic C and N. In this study, the OCS155 clade was enriched in the offshore area which may indicate that it tends to stay in the oligotrophic areas. Furthermore, members of Flavobacteriaceae (OTU5954, OTU30515, OTU92726, OTU66225) and Rhodobacteraceae (OTU73029, OTU110096, OTU132038) distributed distinctly in different regions of Bohai Bay with strong correlation with nitrogen nutrients. Flavobacteriaceae was found conducting nitrogen fixation in association with plants (Giri & Pati, [2004](#mbo3997-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}) and closely related to phytoplankton, mostly present in the microenvironment of the algal sphere (Gomez‐Pereira et al., [2010](#mbo3997-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). It was often reported as particle‐attached bacteria in marine environments (Crump, Armbrust, & Baross, [1999](#mbo3997-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}) and correlated with a high nutrient content (Pommier et al., [2007](#mbo3997-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). The nutrient‐content varied coast of Bohai Bay may provide different proper environment for the enrichment or decrement of several members of it. Members of Rhodobacteraceae are purple, photosynthetic bacteria that have the ability of nitrogen fixation and denitrification (Zumft, [1997](#mbo3997-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}) and were abundant across most samples as they are the pioneering and dominant microorganisms on submerged surfaces and organic particles, acting as primary colonizers in aquatic environments (Dang & Lovell, [2002](#mbo3997-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [2015](#mbo3997-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}; Elifantz, Horn, Ayon, Cohen, & Minz, [2013](#mbo3997-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). Their significant correlations with nitrogen nutrients or SRP indicate that they contribute to the N or P cycling in the studied area of Bohai Bay. In addition, members of Kiloniellales, Phyllobacteriaceae, and Methylophilaceae all showed significant correlations with nitrogen nutrients and different distribution patterns in the three groups, which all had been reported to participate in nitrogen cycling (Imhoff & Wiese, [2014](#mbo3997-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}; Kalyuhznaya et al., [2009](#mbo3997-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}; Willems, [2014](#mbo3997-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}).

Members of Bacteroidaceae, Porphyromonadaceae, Prevotellaceae, Sphingobacteriaceae, Enterococcaceae, *Ochrobactrum*, *Achromobacter*, *Arcobacter,* and Enterobacteriaceae which showed significant correlations with AN or SRP were only exhibited with higher abundance in TJ02. However, these families contain many sewage‐associated bacteria or pathogens (Finkmann, Altendorf, Stackebrandt, & Lipski, [2000](#mbo3997-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Pitout & Laupland, [2008](#mbo3997-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}; Su & Liu, [2007](#mbo3997-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}), although they are reported to have a nitrogen fixation or denitrification ability (Youatt, [1954](#mbo3997-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}; Zumft, [1997](#mbo3997-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}) which may be responsible for their correlation with the nutrients, it is more likely that they are indicators of anthropogenic contamination in the studied area. Not unexpectedly, a sewage outlet was found near the TJ02 station, which explained that the TJ02‐exclusive taxa were most likely originated from a point source pollution.

As described above, several taxa showed distinct pattern or sensitivity to the different pollution conditions of different regions in Bohai Bay, and these taxa may be good indicator species for environmental monitoring with their abundances significantly correlated with the pollution parameters. For taxa which did not show obviously regular distribution pattern along with the variation of pollution parameter, evidences of human interference may explain for the uncertainty.

4.2. Bacterial alpha diversity was mainly affected by AN in Bohai Bay {#mbo3997-sec-0019}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

The OTU richness and Shannon index were significantly negatively correlated with AN. However, in other studies of similar environments, higher richness was often observed in coastal rather than offshore areas (He et al., [2017](#mbo3997-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}; Richa et al., [2017](#mbo3997-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}; Shan et al., [2015](#mbo3997-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}). Nevertheless, in Guanabara Bay lower richness was observed in the more polluted inner bay water (Vieira et al., [2008](#mbo3997-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}), and in the coastal region of Zhejiang area, a negative correlation between AN and bacterial alpha diversity was also detected, although it was not significant (Wang et al., [2015](#mbo3997-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}). We compared the AN contents in the listed studies and found that it was highest in Guanabara Bay (0--96.5 μM) (Vieira et al., [2008](#mbo3997-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}) and lowest in the Gulf of Naples (0.45--8.22 μM) (Richa et al., [2017](#mbo3997-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}), while the AN contents in our study ranged from 0.35--13.53 μM, which was relatively higher than that in the Gulf of Naples. It stands to reason that there may be a positive relationship between bacterial alpha diversity and AN within a certain range, but when the threshold is exceeded the relationship would be changed. Of course, much more surveys need to be done with sampling on a broader scale and perhaps also laboratory experiments. The PLS‐PM results suggested a weak influence of geospatial or physico‐chemical environmental factors on the alpha diversity but the results showed a strong effect of geographic location on the environmental factors, which further illustrated the close relationship between spatial and environmental variables in Bohai Bay.

4.3. The role of environmental and spatial factors in structuring bacterial communities {#mbo3997-sec-0020}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

There was a significant distance--decay relationship in the studied region. A comprehensive review highlighted that environmental selection and dispersal limitation were major processes leading to a distance--decay relationship (Hanson et al., [2012](#mbo3997-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}). Distance--decay in similarity of microbial communities in aquatic ecosystems occurred across various spatial scales ranging from 20 m (Lear et al., [2014](#mbo3997-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}) to intercontinental scale (Hanson et al., [2012](#mbo3997-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}). Bohai Bay with a regional size of about 100 km can be classified as an intermediate scale, for which both environmental and spatial factors were recognized as important for community variation (Martiny et al., [2006](#mbo3997-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}). In this study, stronger effects of geographic distance than environmental factor on the variation of beta diversity were detected through the partial Mantel test. It seemed that the dispersal limitation accounted more for the beta‐diversity variation than the environmental heterogeneity. In addition, the VPA results showed that the share of spatial (trend and PCNM) and environmental factors both accounted for the maximum proportion in the explained part under the two matrices (Bray--Curtis and weighted UniFrac), demonstrating the strong influence of both spatial and environmental variables on the BCC variation. Considering the significantly increased environmental variability with geographic distance, it can be speculated that it is the joint effects of environmental and spatial factors that contributed to the explained variation of BCC in the studied area.

The explained fraction compared favorably with other studies in aquatic systems and was almost equal with the explanation of bacterial community variation in Quebec lakes (Beisner et al., [2006](#mbo3997-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}) and rock pools at the Baltic Sea coast (Langenheder & Ragnarsson, [2007](#mbo3997-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}). In these two studies, environmental factors both contributed more to the BCC variation than the spatial variables, and the environmental factors accounted for most of the explained variation. However, in our study spatial and environmental factors accounted for the largest part of the explanation. A similar study in the coastal region of Zhejiang, East China Sea, achieved a total explanation of 80%, with spatial factors contributing more to the BCC variation than environmental factors (Wang et al., [2015](#mbo3997-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}). In said study, the area crossed eight coastal regions including several bay areas, and compared with it, the low explanation in our study may be caused by the small sampling range. However, we offer an analysis of an important local bay that had never been reported.

The low explanation and unexplained part might be attributed to the following reasons: Firstly, dispersal limitation is stronger in isolated habitats and solid substrates but weaker in the pelagic marine environment where ocean currents facilitate microbial dispersal (Hanson et al., [2012](#mbo3997-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}). Meanwhile, the sampling time of this study was during the rainfall periods which may contribute to water inputs (the Jiyun river and Haihe river pour into the Bohai Bay), potentially yielding more similarly composed bacterial communities due to the movement of water masses (Langenheder & Ragnarsson, [2007](#mbo3997-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}). Secondly, unmeasured variables may contribute for the unexplained BCC variation, which may include abiotic environmental variables such as heavy metals, which constitute a known ecological risk in Bohai Bay (Zhu et al., [2017](#mbo3997-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}), as well as TOC (Zheng, Wang, & Liu, [2014](#mbo3997-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}) and DOM (Judd, Crump, & Kling, [2006](#mbo3997-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}), or biological factors such as chlorophyll a (Qiao et al., [2017](#mbo3997-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}), macrophytes, and phytoplankton composition (Niu et al., [2011](#mbo3997-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}; Wu et al., [2007](#mbo3997-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}). Nonetheless, the main factors which were reported as significant determinants (temperature, DO, salinity, pH, COD, nitrite, nitrate, AN, SRSi, and SRP) were mostly included in this study. In the simple Mantel test, the conductivity, transparency, and nitrogen salts (DIN, AN, nitrate) were detected correlated with beta diversity significantly, which were reported as important factors in structuring the bacterial community (Merlo et al., [2017](#mbo3997-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; Wang et al., [2015](#mbo3997-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang et al., [2018](#mbo3997-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}). However, factors such as DO (Wright, Konwar, & Hallam, [2012](#mbo3997-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}), pH (Lindh et al., [2013](#mbo3997-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}), and salinity (Lozupone & Knight, [2007](#mbo3997-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}) which had been extensively reported as major determinants in microbial community composition in marine environments were not identified as top factors shaping the BCC in this study. The low explanation may therefore be caused by the narrow scale of these environmental factors among the collected samples or may be their effects were masked by the complex physical features in Bohai Bay at the time of sampling. Finally, it has been argued that microbial communities are largely regulated by stochastic events resulting in random community assembly (Sloan et al., [2006](#mbo3997-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}). The Mantel correlogram indicated a patchy distribution of communities across most of the spatial scales, suggesting a somewhat random distribution of bacterial communities with geographic distance. The random anthropogenic activities, such as the draining of industrial wastewater and/or domestic sewage, may have caused the microbial community to enter a state of unstable nutrition which subsequently affect the total BCC transiently (He et al., [2017](#mbo3997-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}), as evidenced by the relatively high abundance of TJ02‐exclusive taxa. It is therefore possible that we can only explain 27.4%--29.2% of the total variation in BCC among the stations because the communities are truly randomly assembled to a large extent.

Nevertheless, in view of the complex interactions of multitudinous factors that form the basis of the community composition and distribution in coastal areas and adjoining harbors (He et al., [2017](#mbo3997-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}), more elaborate work is still needed to elucidate the formation mechanism of microbial communities in the natural environment. This is the key to understanding the mechanisms that generate and maintain microbial biodiversity and predicting ecosystem responses to future environmental changes (Martiny et al., [2011](#mbo3997-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}).

5. CONCLUSIONS {#mbo3997-sec-0021}
==============

This study contributes the first overview of bacterioplankton community distribution and environmental/spatial factors that affect its variation in Bohai Bay using 16S rDNA targeted amplicon sequencing. We found that the environmental factors exhibit spatial autocorrelation in the studied area, and the samples could be classified into three groups according to the environmental and spatial factors. We also identified the bacterioplankton taxa with significant differences among the three groups, which may indicate the effects of the pollution gradient and of dispersal limitation. However, the alpha and beta diversity of the bacterioplankton among all the sites did not exhibit an obvious consistent variation trend with the segmentation of the environmental and spatial factors. A distance--decay relationship was found between the bacterioplankton community similarity and geographic distance. The partial Mantel test showed a stronger effect of geographic distance than the environmental factors on the beta diversity. The variance partitioning analysis showed that environmental and spatial factors contributed most to the explained proportion. We therefore speculated that it was the joint effects of environmental and spatial factors that contributed to the explained variation of BCCs in the studied area of Bohai Bay. The large unexplained part may be caused by the unmeasured biotic/abiotic factors, stochastic factors, and anthropogenic disturbances. This study of planktonic bacterial community in Bohai Bay provides new insights into the microbial ecology of a semi‐enclosed bay.
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###### 

The ANOVA test of environmental variables among different regions (Group1 represents the north region; group2 represents the south region; group3 represents the east region)

  Variables           Unit    North (Group1)     South (Group2)     East (Group3)
  ------------------- ------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------
  Longitude           E       117.85 ± 0.08b     117.73 ± 0.05b     118.28 ± 0.30a
  Latitude            N       39.05 ± 0.06a      38.74 ± 0.08b      38.75 ± 0.10b
  Temperature         °C      26.36 ± 1.0b       30.65 ± 3.26a      25.51 ± 1.41b
  Humidity            \%      59.62 ± 5.05ab     51 ± 10.67b        67.03 ± 5.46a
  DO                  mg/L    5.57 ± 0.38b       6.53 ± 0.77a       6.69 ± 0.59a
  Air pressure        kpa     1,013.80 ± 0.40a   1,012.88 ± 0.93a   1,011.83 ± 0.69b
  Depth               m       3.28 ± 1.35b       5.38 ± 2.69b       14.82 ± 4.94a
  Water temperature   °C      27.00 ± 0.23a      27.91 ± 0.77a      25.38 ± 1.50b
  Salinity            ‰       27.60 ± 0.92a      29.30 ± 0.24a      28.47 ± 2.23a
  Transparency        cm      64.00 ± 34.41b     152.50 ± 61.80a    190.00 ± 60.55a
  Conductivity        ms/cm   42.22 ± 1.62b      45.18 ± 0.12a      45.42 ± 0.31a
  SRP                 mg/L    0.02 ± 0.01a       0.01 ± 0.00b       0.008 ± 0.00b
  Nitrite             mg/L    0.10 ± 0.05a       0.10 ± 0.04a       0.03 ± 0.02b
  Nitrate             mg/L    0.47 ± 0.05a       0.34 ± 0.03b       0.13 ± 0.03c
  Ammonia             mg/L    0.17 ± 0.03a       0.06 ± 0.07b       0.06 ± 0.04b
  DIN                 mg/L    0.74 ± 0.08**a**   0.50 ± 0.06**b**   0.22 ± 0.05**c**
  SRSi                mg/L    0.88 ± 0.09a       0.86 ± 0.09a       0.80 ± 0.10a
  pH                          7.99 ± 0.04b       8.15 ± 0.08a       8.12 ± 0.04a
  COD                 mg/L    0.64 ± 0.18b       1.15 ± 0.39a       0.82 ± 0.19ab

Data in the table are the Means ± *SD*; The different normal letters in the same row indicate significant difference among sites at 0.05 level (*n* \> 3) under Duncan test. Letters in bold means the significant difference of DIN concentrations in each group. Refer to Table [2](#mbo3997-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"} for variable abbreviations.
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###### 

Water quality level of DIN and SRP concentrations

  Water quality level[a](#mbo3997-note-0007){ref-type="fn"}   II      III    IV     V
  ----------------------------------------------------------- ------- ------ ------ -------
  DIN (mg/L)                                                  0.2     0.3    0.4    0.5
  SRP (mg/L)                                                  0.015   0.03   0.03   0.045

Water quality levels II, III, IV and V are corresponding to relatively clean water, slightly polluted water, medium polluted water and heavily polluted water, respectively.
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###### 

Spearman\'s rank correlations between variation of each water chemical parameters (Euclidean distance) and geographic distance between sites

  Variables           *r*         *p*    *N*
  ------------------- ----------- ------ -----
  Environment         **.6357**   .001   19
  Air temperature     .141        .162   19
  Humidity            .2269       .07    19
  DO                  .17         .1     19
  Air pressure        **.2564**   .008   19
  Depth               **.1412**   .133   19
  Water temperature   **.4783**   .003   19
  Salinity            .1455       .167   19
  Transparency        **.3201**   .004   19
  Conductivity        **.3461**   .018   19
  SRP                 .1064       .239   19
  Nitrite             **.3389**   .011   19
  Nitrate             **.5266**   .001   19
  AN                  .19         .054   19
  IN                  **.5399**   .001   19
  SRSi                .0284       .373   19
  pH                  .1085       .197   19
  COD                 **.1811**   .091   19

*r*, correlation coefficients between pairwise distance of each water chemical variables and geographic distance derived from Mantel test with 999 permutations. Data in bold indicate significant correlations (*p* \< .05). Refer to Table [2](#mbo3997-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"} for variable abbreviations.
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###### 

The ANOVA test of OTUs with relative abundance significantly varied among the three clustered regions in the studied area of Bohai Bay (The difference significance test for OTU32430 and OTU132038 were tested through Kruskal‐Wallis test since the test of their variance homogeneity was not significant)

              Group1             Group2              Group3
  ----------- ------------------ ------------------- -------------------
  OTU104369   0.0009 ± 0.001b    0.0006 ± 0.0006b    0.0086 ± 0.0107a
  OTU65886    0.0038 ± 0.0051a   0.0004 ± 0.0004b    0.0003 ± 0.0003b
  OTU3224     0.001 ± 0.0006a    0.009 ± 0.0067b     0.0035 ± 0.0019ab
  OTU126053   0.0004 ± 0.0002b   0.0113 ± 0.0099a    0.0009 ± 0.0008b
  OTU5954     0.0149 ± 0.0101a   0.0044 ± 0.0029b    0.0027 ± 0.0027b
  OTU30515    0.0001 ± 0b        0.0003 ± 0.0003b    0.0099 ± 0.0122a
  OTU85516    0.0004 ± 0.0003b   0.0067 ± 0.0059a    0.0014 ± 0.0009b
  OTU92726    0.0032 ± 0.0023a   0.0139 ± 0.0094b    0.0174 ± 0.0086b
  OTU66225    0.0008 ± 0.001a    0.0034 ± 0.0022ab   0.0057 ± 0.0033b
  OTU32430    0.0025 ± 0.0023a   0.0062 ± 0.0059ab   0.0091 ± 0.0038b
  OTU82462    0.0006 ± 0.0004b   0.0002 ± 0.0001b    0.0052 ± 0.0058a
  OTU73029    0.0132 ± 0.0101b   0.0136 ± 0.0097b    0.0685 ± 0.0566a
  OTU132038   0.0582 ± 0.027b    0.1289 ± 0.0427a    0.0639 ± 0.0381b
  OTU12256    0.0011 ± 0.0009b   0.0013 ± 0.0006b    0.0059 ± 0.0056a
  OTU7191     0.0025 ± 0.0018b   0.0066 ± 0.0041a    0.0028 ± 0.0019b
  OTU84157    0.003 ± 0.0031b    0.012 ± 0.0084a     0.0034 ± 0.0026b

Data in the table are the Means ± *SD*; The different normal letters in the same row indicate significant difference among groups at 0.05 level (*n* \> 3) under Duncan test except for OTU OTU32430 and OTU132038).
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###### 

The ANOVA test of bacterial alpha‐diversity among different groups (regions)

                 North (Group1)     South (Group2)    East (Group3)
  -------------- ------------------ ----------------- ----------------
  OTU richness   662.62 ± 123.99a   663.66 ± 92.73a   701.9 ± 89.82a
  PD             66.46 ± 11.53a     64.13 ± 9.53a     67.45 ± 3.72a
  Shannon        4.82 ± 0.60a       4.24 ± 1.81a      5.03 ± 0.25a

Data in the table are the Means ± *SD*; The different normal letters in the same row indicate significant difference among sites at 0.05 level (*n* \> 3) under Duncan test.
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Details of the PLS‐PM {#mbo3997-sec-0125}
=====================

During the PLS‐PM analysis, parameters with a relatively lower loading coefficient of 0.7 were excluded (although the longitude with a loading coefficient of 0.628 was preserved) and at last 13 indicators were selected to establish the model. The LV of geographic location encompassed the MVs of latitude and longitude, physical environmental variables encompassed transparency and air pressure, the chemical environmental variables encompassed conductivity, DO, SRP, nitrate, AN and DIN, and the bacterial alpha diversity was reflected by OTU richness, PD and the Shannon index. The *R*‐squared values for the correlations between geographic location and chemical or physical environmental variables were both above 0.6, which was considered as indicating a highly credible simple model.

###### 

Direct and indirect effects between different latent variables

      Relationships                                      Direct   Indirect   Total
  --- -------------------------------------------------- -------- ---------- --------
  1   Geographic_location → Seawater_environment         0.798    0          0.798
  2   Geographic_location → Nutrient_contents            0.744    0.0806     0.824
  3   Geographic_location → Microbial_alpha_diversity    0.205    −0.4323    −0.227
  4   Seawater_environment → Nutrient_contents           0.101    0          0.101
  5   Seawater_environment → Microbial_alpha_diversity   −0.419   −0.0120    −0.431
  6   Nutrient_contents → Microbial_alpha_diversity      −0.119   0          −0.119

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

This table was the effects part of PLS‐PM result. This table contains the effects that each construct (latent variables) has on the rest of constructs (latent variables) by taking into consideration the total number of connections in the inner model. The direct effects are given by the path coefficients (showed in Figure [4](#mbo3997-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). But there are also the indirect effects and the total effects. An indirect effect is the influence of one construct on another construct by taking an indirect path. The total effects are the sum of both the direct and indirect effects. The indirect effects are obtained as the product of the path coefficients by taking an indirect path. For instance, consider the impact of Geographic_location on Nutrient_contents: there is an indirect path from Geographic_location to Nutrient_contents that goes through Seawater_environment. If you multiply the path coefficient of Geographic_location on Seawater_environment (0.7984) with the path coefficient of Seawater_environment on Nutrient_contents (0.1009), you get the indirect effect of Geographic_location on Nutrient_contents: 0.0806 = 0.7984 × 0.1009.

![Location of Bohai Bay (area in the rectangular box)](MBO3-9-e997-g008){#mbo3997-fig-0008}

![The top 15 taxa (at family level) in samples from the 19 sites in Bohai Bay. Samples signed with star means one replicate which was distinctly biased from the other two replicates of the same sites and these samples were removed before further analysis](MBO3-9-e997-g009){#mbo3997-fig-0009}

![Relative abundances of the dominant taxa in 19 seawater samples of Bohai Bay at genus level. Relative abundances of the phylotypes in the top15 were presented and others represented the sum of the rest phylotypes](MBO3-9-e997-g010){#mbo3997-fig-0010}

![Mantel correlogram demonstrating the significance of distance effect on bacterial beta‐diversity across a subset of different geographic distance scales (classes) among the sampling stations. Pearson correlations between the pairwise matrix of Bray‐Curtis distance (a) or weighted Unifrac distance (b) and geographic distance between stations within each geographic distance class were generated by Mantel tests with 999 permutations. Significant correlations (*p* \< .05, solid squares with positive values) indicate spatial correlation in beta‐diversity, observed at short geographic distance scales among the sampling station](MBO3-9-e997-g011){#mbo3997-fig-0011}
